### Eligibility
- PSAA will be accepting one entry in any medium, excluding photography, per member.
- Select your best original artwork completed within the last three years that has never been displayed in the PSAA Gallery in another show.
- Entry must be an original! They cannot be products of workshops, classes, or any other supervised gathering either at Pine Shores or any other art association.
- Artwork cannot be a copy of someone else’s painting. They cannot be made up from or duplicate a picture from a magazine, calendar, internet or other commercially published work.
- Entry does NOT have to be a Fall Theme.

### On Line Entry
- Use your camera or phone to take an image of your entry.
- It is best to not have direct sunlight on it and watch for shadows.
- We want to see your image only. Do not show any mat, frame or background in the photograph.
- Do not put your information on your photographed entry.
- Contact Dennis if you are having trouble with your image.

### Submission
- Entries can start to be submitted by email on October 22nd until October 28th

### Email entry

**Look for “Got it” acknowledgement return email**
- Email entry to dfmillar@gmail.com
- Put in Subject line: Autumn Show
- Email the image as jpeg
- In message, list your first and last name, phone number, title and medium used.
- Also include the size of the entry without any mat or frame.

### Fee
- **A registration fee of $10.00 is required. Two options to pay.**
  - Find payment link next to flyer on Pine Shores Gallery Site.
  - Send check made out to PSAA, your name and entry title to
    - Nancy Edwards, 13 Sable Ct, Barnegat, NJ 08005
  - If we do not receive your payment before judging your entry will be removed.

### Awards
- Best in Show Award with ribbon and $100
- Tom Rutledge Realism Award with ribbon and $100
- Mary and Lou Baptiste Award with ribbon and $100
- Alex Stillano Memorial Award with ribbon and $50
- Franken Frames Award with ribbon and gift certificate $50
- Colorest Art Supplies Award with ribbon and gift certificate $50
- Four (4) Judge’s Choice Awards with ribbons and $50
- Four (4) Merit Awards with ribbons and $25

### Judge
- Charles McVicker

### Requirements
- Your entry into this on line exhibition constitutes agreement and your permission for your work to be photographed for an exhibition, catalog, or publicity purposes regardless of copyright.

Any questions contact Dee Turba 973-271-5178